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NEW SURVEY SHOWS HOUSEHOLDS MAY ALREADY HOLD THE ANSWER TO 
COPING WITH BUDGET PAIN 

 
8 in 10 Australians say they have unwanted goods  

that could be shared with their communities 
 
 
While consumer confidence is now at a 3 year low1, new research shows the capacity of Australian 
households to share their unwanted goods is high. 
 
The Newspoll study released by TuShare, a new web and mobile site that makes sharing easy and 
free, shows 82% of Australians    say they have unwanted, useable goods in their homes. 
 
However more than 1 in 3 Australians say that they throw goods out even though they could be 
used by others. 
 
Of those, nearly 40% say it’s easier to throw things away rather than share them and nearly 50% said 
they believed unwanted objects had little value. 
 
These results come at the same time as more than 60% of Australians say that their household 
budget will be worse off as a result of the recent Federal Budget. 
 
“As Consumer confidence falls and Australians fear their households will be worse off, there is a real 
opportunity for sharing to take a central role in helping families manage difficult economic 
circumstances”, said TuShare CEO, James Bradfield Moody. 
 
“With concern developing about the consumer economy, it’s timely to consider a shift in how we 
think about the things we no longer use. Harnessing the power of waste as a source of opportunity, 
we can all tap the idle assets that sit in our homes. 
 
“There is a real chance for a paradigm shift to take place whereby Australians move towards 
becoming a ‘smarter, sharing nation’. 
 
“Not only are there benefits for the household and family budget in sharing unwanted goods, there 
are obvious positive implications for the environment with a reduction in landfill and disposal of 
unwanted goods. 
 
“Sharing also facilitates greater community engagement and interaction which has clear social 
benefits,” said Bradfield Moody. 

                                                        
1 Westpac and the Melbourne Institute  
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2014-05-21/consumer-sentiment-slumps-after-federal-budget/5467056 
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The detailed survey results by Newspoll include: 
 

 82% of Australian adults say they have items at home they no longer use but are in usable 
condition.  This number jumps to 86% for those with kids. This was most commonly men’s and 
women’s clothing (50% and 55% respectively) and books, CDs or DVDs (52%). Other items 
include: 

 
o toys and games 38% 
o children’s clothing 27% 
o homeware items 24% 
o entertainment equipment 24% 
o other electrical appliances 25% 
o sporting & fitness equipment 22% 

 

 Most (79%) also say their household has given away items that are in usable condition in the 
past 12 months, including about two-thirds who have done so more than once in the past year. 
Women and those aged 35+ are more likely to give items away. 

 

 A third (36%) have thrown out usable items in the past year, and their reasons for doing so 
include: 

 
o the items not being worth much ( 47%) 
o it was easier to throw them out / couldn’t be bothered giving away / selling (38%) 
o not knowing anyone who would need / want the items (33%). 

 
The survey was conducted online over the period 15-18 May 2014 among a national sample of 
adults aged 18-64.  
 

### 
 

Background 
 
Talent Available for media interviews – James Bradfield Moody 
Futurist, entrepreneur and business leader 
 
James Bradfield Moody is TuShare’s CEO and co-founder; he was a judge on the ABC’s New 
Inventors TV show from 2004 to 2011 and is an expert on the interface between sustainability and 
innovation.  He is the co-author of the bestselling book The Sixth Wave: How to succeed in a 
resource-limited world and was Executive Director, Development at the CSIRO and an Australian 
National Commissioner for UNESCO, and is a World Economic Forum Young Global Leader. 
 
He made the bold prediction that ‘resource efficiency’, harnessing the power of waste as a source of 
opportunity, would be the next wave of innovation. Indeed, this claim became the motivation for 
creating TuShare - tapping in to the idle assets that sit in people’s homes, and what we might do to 
help them see their full lifespan. 
 
About TuShare  

 TuShare www.tushare.com harnesses the power of the growing peer-to-peer marketplace to 
make it easier than ever to give things we no longer need to our friends, family and neighbours.   

 TuShare is organising a massive online ‘flash sharing’ extravaganza with the goal of sharing 5000 
items over 5 days from 1-5 June 2014. 

http://www.tushare.com/


 

 Launched in December 2013 TuShare is Australia’s fastest 
growing sharing platform which helps products find their next owners, avoiding waste and 
landfill in the process.  

 TuShare is the national host for Global Sharing Day in Australia 

 TuShare is available across Australia – users predominately live in NSW (50%) followed by 
Victoria (19%) and Queensland (15%). 

 TuShare matches givers and receivers through their wishlist of items. 

 TuShare’s most popular categories are:  
1. Kids 
2. Women 
3. Home & Garden 
4. Books, Games and Media 
5. Electronics 

 
About Collaborative Consumption 

 Check out this great infographic about Australian sharing behaviour, The Incredible POWER of 
Unused STUFF 

 Collaborative consumption is the shift in consumer values from ownership to access and was 
named by TIME as one of the “10 Ideas That Will Change the World”. Together, entire 
communities and cities around the world are using network technologies to do more with less 
by renting, lending, swapping, bartering, gifting and sharing.  
Source: 
http://content.time.com/time/specials/packages/article/0,28804,2059521_2059717,00.html 

 Projections suggest the “sharing” and “rental” economies will grow to as big as $US110 billion 
over the next few years. 
Source: ConvergEx Group – arm of Bank of New York Mellon 
http://www.businessinsider.com.au/rise-of-the-renting-and-sharing-economy-2013-8#the-
share-of-renters-in-the-american-economy-has-risen-to-35-from-31-before-the-housing-crisis-1 

 According to the 2013 World Happiness Report, helping others is one of the top six things the 
happiest people across the world have in common. 

 
Resources 
Graphics & Images are available at http://about.tushare.com/media  
 
Find us on Social Media: 
Twitter https://twitter.com/TuShareAus    Handle: @TuShareAus 
Facebook https://www.facebook.com/join.tushare    Handle: @tushare 
Website www.tushare.com 
5000 Shares Challenge http://about.tushare.com/flashshare 
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